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About This Game

Welcome to VR Boxing Workout, the virtual reality gym in your living room.

With this game you can perform different types of boxing workout burning a lot of calories along.
You can also test yourself with Speed and Strength challenge and see when you make progress.

Let’s be ready for the summer.
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vr fitness boxing. vr boxing workout

This game brought me back to 90's. I liked the game a lot.
I got good wibes when passing some challenging levels. Feels good.
Musics fits really great to this awesome pixel art, also character movement and robot hand handling feels so polished.
I really love the level design on this game and some of the mechanics are absolutely insane.

Definetely looking forward what the creator design next.. Lots of ferries. Different designs and functions. Alright overall.

8\/10. I actually really enjoyed this game despite having some issues when I attempted to speedrun it. The issue I ran into was
that I think I was ahead of where the game thought I would be at a certain point and the game just didn't know what to do so it
ended up locking me in the elevator and wouldn't let me leave or go up so I had to kill the speedrun.

But for my regular playthrough, everything went fine and I really enjoyed my time with it. You basically just visit each floor
and try to find the button for the elevator (each button you find let's you go up one more floor). Each floor also holds a piece of
the puzzle\/a part of the mystery that you unravel as you go. I'm not going to give away the plot but I did enjoy it. The ending
doesn't stick the landing as well as I'd hoped but it's still not bad. I've seen WAY worse on Steam.

If you're on the fence and still not sure if you want to try it, I uploaded my regular playthrough to Youtube so you can check that
out and see if it's something you think you might like:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=XIFrAdy66hU&list=PL08FwntTpxPC1cllu3exgO7E016oORiAQ. It is a fun game, but
the sound keeps glitching and i can"t seem to get 60fps no matter what graphics settings or resolution I use. I love how
unforgiving and how difficult the game can be. It makes you have to come up with a new strategy every mission. I recommend
it, but i dhope they fix the sound. It makes the campaign pointless because you cant understand any of the characters..
Purchased this in steam sales. I have been looking for a media player to run all my music & movies. This so far is ticking all the
right boxes. I was running VLC for my media and old school winamp for my music. So far Zoom Player is looking like a
winner!. Obviously some effort gone into the music on this one so that was quite nice.

The story is just really really stupid but nevertheless manages to remain engaging. The HOGs are varied between traditional
shopping lists, find the pieces and there's even a reverse HOG in there somewhere as well as bunches of pointing and clicking
that all actually feels connected to the story. I wasn't a fan of the potion gimmick, I felt it was poorly done and could have been
so much better.

If you like achievement hunting then it's probably worth knowing you can get all bar one achievement in one playthrough, the
one missing one is due to choices you make during the intro so you can pick up the alternate route in just a couple of minutes.

Overall it was a well put together, fun example of this genre. Nothing too taxing in there, so probably not ideal if you're looking
for a challenge.

I can't quite leave without commenting on the story though, more because it made me laugh than er... because it needs
commenting on.
The weird girl power vs evil men monsters theme.
The fact that although you are the noobiest of the order of supergirls the others prefer to sit around looking mysterious.
That moment when everything is going wrong and blondie will still only turn to you and talk about manicures.
Why nobody other than your character seems at all concerned about you all being wiped out.
I just don't understand why, at the point where they have thrown you back in time they actively chose to leave you with other
supergirls to play with, who then do absolutely nothing to help the situation other than hangout in the super secret den! They
could have isolated you, only you made it back, the ones there are all dead etc and then you doing everything would have made
sense but nooo.. It doesn't work for me I have done alot of ways to fix it and I don't know if this happens to all just I waned you
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This game is a mix of RPG and Action platformer, it remember me of Diablo:

- At the beginning you are very weak.
- Everytime you die, the map reshuffle.
- You fight monster and collect items, coins.
- Upgrade your equipments with coins (which increase your health and gain some special skill)
- Build up your base to defend against enemies.
- Craft weapons with collected items.
. alow me to explain every fight in this game "WOOSH LASERS MINI GUNS SNIPERS UNDERWATER
BAT♥♥♥♥♥♥INSANITY OF HOLY♥♥♥♥♥♥quot;. cat notebook is... a cat notebook. It contains beautiful abstract
drawings of cats, in various shapes, positions, situations... you name it. The art seems heavily inspired by the surrealist and
"modernist" styles of the early 20th century; in particular, of Paul Klee's trademark style (see https:\/\/www.wikiart.org\/en\/paul-
klee to compare). For the art alone, this game is revolutionary. The music is incredible too, taking the short, repeating style of
Yume Nikki, and polishing it to create a totally unique auditory experience. I can confidently say that I have never played
anything quite like cat notebook, and I'd recommend you buy it, simply to support more art like this.
However, cat notebook has a major problem, that being walking speed. For some unknown reason, the walking speed of the
player is mind-numbingly slow, and there's just no way to speed it up. I got bored by around the 3rd image, and just data-mined
the game to see and hear the rest of the art. For those who don't know how to do that, go to the folder
\/Users\/user\/Library\/Application
Support\/Steam\/steamapps\/common\/cat[put_space_here]notebook\/Game.app\/Contents\/Resources\/app.nw\/img , and
upload the images to http:\/\/petschko.org\/tools\/mv_decrypter\/ using the "En\/Decrypt-Code" of
7efd9838edcfb507c6663fe35ff662f1 . Yeah, it's faster to go through all that than actually explore the game. I'm hoping this will
be patched soon, since otherwise cat notebook is a work of art.
tl;dr\u2014great art, marred by bad-to-broken gameplay. I'd still recommend it though, if you're in the market for something
refreshingly new.. my pc cant load it. loaded 2 hours and nothing happened.
. Way too short for the price. Still, a great escape room puzzle game, with interesting mechanics. Get it if its on sale.. At best a
prototype of a game that might work at some point in the future. Definitely can't recommend buying it.
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